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Adam Garrie: The White Helmets and Western
Governments’ Effort to Publicly Rehabilitate al-
Qaeda
The widely discredited White Helmets still have an audience at Reuters UK.
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This incisive article by Adam Garrie was first published in September 2017

Adam Garrie will be speaking at a series of events in the UK (10-16 July) together with Peter
Ford  (former  UK  Ambassador  to  Syria  and  Bahrain),  Eva  Bartlett  (investigative
journalist),  Professor  Peter  Kuznick  (Co-Author  with  Oliver  Stone,  Untold  History  of  the
United States),, Ken Livingstone (Former Mayor of London), Rev Andrew Ashdown (Doctoral
Research Student in ‘Christian-Muslim relations in Syria’), Catherine Shakdown (goepolitical
analyst and writer) and more!

This  series  of  events  being  held  in  four  cities  in  the  United  Kingdom offers  an  alternative
narrative on global politics and war, to that presented by the mainstream media. Scroll
down for details at the foot of this article.

***

Russia has slammed Reuters UK for a breach of journalistic integrity, after the organisation
published outright lies which have been derived from the propaganda arm of al-Qaeda in
Syria.

Western governments, including those of the US and UK, have engaged in a concerted effort
to publicly rehabilitate al-Qaeda, the notorious Gulfi funded Takfiri jihadist group which the
US  held  responsible  for  the  9/11  atrocities.  It  was  the  group  al-Qaeda  in  Iraq  which
eventually became ISIS and in Syria al-Qaeda’s Syrian branch commonly known as al-Nusra,
has been responsible for countless acts of barbaric in parts of western and central Syria.

Enter a fake charity/aid group called White Helmets, sometimes confusingly referred to as
Syrian  Civil  Defence.  The  group  has  no  affiliation  from  real  aid  groups  in  Syria  such  as
Syria’s  actually  civil  defence  service,  nor  are  they  at  all  affiliated  with  the  UN  recognised
White Cross and White Crescent aid groups.

Among other things, White Helmets have been exposed by Russia as staging chemical
attacks and staging them poorly at that. At various times, White Helmets actors were seen
handling bodies that were supposedly infected with toxic gas, without gloves or proper
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masks. One image also showed a White Helmet actor smoking a cigarette in an area which
was supposed to be cloaked in gas.

Even  more  seriously,  the  group  has  been  exposed  has  participating  in  the  killing  of
children as well as the exploitation of children.

The group which has been photographed carrying al-Qaeda flags during savage celebrations
has been named and shamed multiple times by the Russian Foreign Ministry and Russian
Defense Ministry.

In October of last year, RT’s CrossTalk explored the extent of the dangerous fraud that is
White Helmets when Peter Lavelle interviewed Patrick Henningsen, Vanessa Beeley and Eva
Bartlett, three journalists who helped expose the sham to the wider public.

After the Battle of Aleppo was won in 2016, al-Qaeda’s fortunes in Syria were dashed.
Today, one of the only areas in Syria where al-Qaeda and therefore the White Helmets still
have a presence is in Idlib Governorate. Idlib is currently home to a civil war between al-
Qaeda/al-Nusra and various factions of the FSA as well as some jihadist groups linked to the
outlawed Muslim Brotherhood.

In an effort to pacify the region, the most recent meeting of the Astana Group created a new
de-escalation zone in Idlib Governorate which is largely policed by Turkey. The new zone,
like other de-escalation zones, allows for the continued targeting of al-Qaeda and ISIS.

Russia has recently struck al-Qaeda forces in Idlib who martyred civilians in Latakia, when
they  began  firing  rockets  at  the  birthplace  of  the  Assad  family,  the  mountainous  town
of  Qardaha.

The reach of White Helmets has gown down in-line with the reduction of al-Qaeda as a
formidable force in Syria. However, as Russia works to help Syria squeeze the group out of
Idlib, they decided to engage in yet another propaganda drive against Russia and Syria. Al-
Qaeda/White  Helmets  has  accused  the  Russian  Aerospace  Forces  of  targeting  urban
neighbourhoods and killing civilians even though the strikes targeted weapons outposts and
storage facilitates away from populated areas.

While lies from groups like White Helmets are less and less noticed, UK Reuters picked up
the propaganda as though it was deriving from a reliable source. It is also crucial to realise
that the al-Qaeda/White Helmets report was released on the day Russian President Vladimir
Putin lands in Ankara for talks with Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan. Al-Qaeda is
clearly worried about Turkey’s pivot to Russia and away from western backed terrorist
factions in Syria.

Russia’s Defense Ministry Spokesman Major General Igor Konashenkov has blasted Reuters
UK and others who picked up the story as falling victim to fake news.

He stated,

“Syria’s Civil Defense which UK news agency Reuters cites, reporting of alleged
civilian deaths, is the same thing as the White Helmets. The attempt of the
British to pass these war scammers off as a new brand of objective information
sources is a manipulation for amateurs.
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The Russian Aerospace Forces’ planes to not carry out airstrikes on residential
neighbourhoods in settlements to avoid civilian casualties.  The targets are
terrorist  bases,  armoured  vehicles  and  munitions  depots,  identified  with
unmanned  devices  and  confirmed  through  other  channels.

This  week,  all  airstrikes  of  Russian  planes  in  the  province  of  Idlib  were
concentrated on equipment, reserves and groups of Nusra Front militants who
were trying to rescue terrorists from the Akerbat encirclement in eastern Hama
with  a  sudden  offensive.  The  actions  of  Russian  planes  in  Syria  derailed  this
operation, and the terrorists participating in it were destroyed”.

This video of the airstrikes, clearly corroborates Russia’s statement. It is apparent from the
footage that Russia is not targeting an urban or residential area.

Russian airstrike on Nusra (HTS) terrorist hideout turns it upside down #Idlib
#Syria pic.twitter.com/SUUBVWbvKF

— The'Nimr'Tiger ???? (@Souria4Syrians) September 28, 2017

The racist Sunni supremacist White Helmets have simply produced more propaganda to
bolster their increasingly hopeless cause. The real shame is with so-called ‘respectable’
outlets who have reported blatant propaganda as fact.

Imperialism on Trial Conference Events in the Uk (July 10-16)

Featuring  Peter  Ford  (former  UK  Ambassador  to  Syria  and  Bahrain),  Eva  Bartlett
(investigative  journalist),  Professor  Peter  Kuznick  (Co-Author  with  Oliver  Stone,  Untold
History of  the United States),  Adam Garrie,  (Director,  Eurasia  Future),  Ken Livingstone
(Former Mayor of London), Rev Andrew Ashdown (Doctoral Research Student in ‘Christian-
Muslim relations in Syria’), Catherine Shakdown (goepolitical analyst and writer) and more!

This  series  of  events  being  held  in  four  cities  in  the  United  Kingdom offers  an  alternative
narrative on global politics and war, to that presented by the mainstream media.

Imperialism on Trial – July 2018
UK Tour Dates:
London – Tuesday July 10
Bloomsbury Baptist Church
235 Shaftesbury Ave.
7:00 PM – 10:00 PM BST [Doors open at 6:15]
Eva Barlett, Peter Kuznick, Peter Ford, Adam Garrie, Rev Andrew Ashdown   
https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/imperialism-on-trial-tickets-47772122705?aff=es2
.
London – Wednesday July 11
Bloomsbury Baptist Church
235 Shaftesbury Ave.
7:00 PM – 10:00 PM BST [Doors open at 6:15]
Eva Bartlett, Peter Kuznick, Peter Ford, Neil Clark, Adam Garrie
https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/imperialism-on-trial-tickets-47281318697
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.
Birmingham – Thursday July 12
Quaker Meeting House
40 Bull Street
6:45 – 9:15 BST [Doors open at 6:15]
 Eva Bartlett, Peter Kuznick, Ken Livingstone, Peter Ford, Catherine Shakdam
https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/imperialism-on-trial-tickets-47282457102
.
Liverpool – Sunday July 15
Liverpool Irish Centre
6 Boundary Lane
7:00-10:30PM BST [Doors open at 6:30]
Eva Bartlett, Peter Ford, Peter Kuznick, Dan Glazebrook, Gerry Maclochlainn.
https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/imperialism-ontrial-tickets-47282789095
 .
Manchester – Monday July 16
Manchester Irish Centre
1 Irish Town Way
7:00 – 10:30PM BST [Doors open at 6:30]
Eva Bartlett, Dan Glazebrook, Gerry Maclochlainn, Michael Pike, Rev Andrew Ashdown 
https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/imperialism-on-trial-tickets-47283231418
From the organizer Gregory Sharpie:
. 
In essence we have a mixture of academics, clergy, former diplomats, politicians, former
military and paramilitary, journalists and writers. They will cover Eurasia, Latin America,
Ireland, Palestine, Syria, Iran, Bahrain, Yemen, Wahhabism, DPRK, Balkans, Russia, Ukraine,
and the subjects/countries.

Other topics that’ll be covered are: Mainstream media- propaganda and lies; neoliberalism
and neocolonialism; imperialism and racism; imperialism and the military; unipolarism vs
multipolarism; inter-faith outreach work; and whatever extra topics you will cover.

Imperialism on Trial is a theme for events that I organize and host. These events bring
together an array of  speakers from the world of  politics,  academia,  journalism, former
diplomats  and  clergy  to  offer  their  insights  and  expertise  on  the  subject  of  imperialism
and  neoliberalism.

We provide a platform where an alternative perspective and analysis is presented to the
audience and on-line viewers, which challenges the mainstream narrative.

All speakers are driven by a profound and sincere desire for an end to these endless wars of
aggression, and regime changes. We all want peace, diplomacy, and good international
relations to replace what has
become the norm for the hegemon- the US and it’s vassal states- of coercive diplomacy,
sanctions, threats of war, hot wars, cold wars and proxy wars.

We welcome an alternative to the unipolar vision advanced by the neoliberal and imperialist
elites; and embrace a world which has multi spheres of influence, where no one country, or
group of countries dominate others.
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We believe  that  trade and international  relations  should  be  based on  parity,  and not
coercion and subservience. We espouse the rights for countries to have national sovereignty
and self-determination, and to not live in fear of war or economic hardship from sanctions.

We are anti-imperialists,  and don’t  pick favourites.  We don’t  victim-blame. A victim of
imperialism is a victim. No person, no country, no leader is perfect. It is not the role of the
West, or any nation to impose its will on another sovereign nation.

Featured image is from the author.
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